Product Specification

It’s frustrating to get flat tyres, but sooner or later it’s going to happen. Being prepared can turn your emergency into a quick fix and save having to use your spare. Supplied in a compact, high visibility carry case, the ARB Speedy Seal series II, includes all the components necessary to repair up to 40 tubeless radial or cross ply tyres, without removing the tyre from the vehicle or rim.

The perfect companion to your recovery kit, the ARB Speedy Seal II includes a premium spring steel insertion needle with cast handle, hardened steel reamer tool, 40 vulcanizing repair cords, lubricant, quality pliers, blade, spare valve cores, spare valve caps, allen key and a dual chuck pencil type tyre gauge to make checking your pressures a snap.

Great value at the same affordable price, the updates to the ARB Speedy Seal II over its predecessor includes 10 additional self-vulcanizing repair cords, quality pliers, spare valve stems, blade and improved high Vis orange case, making the ARB Speedy Seal Series II a true all in one kit for emergency tyre repairs.

Additional packs of self-vulcanizing repair cords (50 cords) can be ordered as part number 10100010 to keep your ARB Speedy Seal Series II stocked and ready for many years of service.
Features:
- High Vis strong plastic molded case
- Spring steel insertion needle with classic ARB logo
- Hardened reamer tool with classic ARB logo
- 40 Self vulcanizing repair cords (Repair up to 40 tyres with one kit)
- Pointy nose pliers with cutters
- Blade
- Allen key
- Tyre gauge – dual chuck
- Lubricant
- Valve Accessories inc.
  - Valve Cores x 4
  - Tyre valve tool x 1
  - Valve Caps x 4 (Metal & Rubber)
  - Replacement stems x 2

Dimensions
- Fits Neatly into ARB Roller drawers – RF945, RF1045, RF1355
- 34cm x 19.5cm x 6cm (H)

COMPONENTS

- Carry case
- Allen key
- Tyre gauge
- Insertion tool
- Blade
- Pliers
- Repair cords
- Reamer tool
- Valve accessories
- Lubricant
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